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Abstract: Artificial intelligence, specifically advanced language models such as ChatGPT, have the potential to revolutionize various aspects of healthcare, medical education, and research. In this review, we evaluate the myriad applications of artificial intelligence in diverse healthcare domains. We discuss its potential role in clinical decision-making, exploring how it can assist physicians by providing rapid, data-driven insights for diagnosis and treatment. We review the benefits of artificial intelligence such as ChatGPT in personalized patient care, particularly in geriatric care, medication management, weight loss and nutrition, and physical activity guidance. We further delve into its potential to enhance medical research, through the analysis of large datasets, and the development of novel methodologies. In the realm of medical education, we investigate the utility of artificial intelligence as an information retrieval tool and personalized learning resource for medical students and professionals.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, artificial intelligence (AI) has made significant advancements and is applicable in numerous fields including medicine. By combining linguistics and computer science, AI enables performance of tasks such as understanding abstract concepts, reasoning, learning, adapting, and reacting, which typically requires human intelligence [1–3].

In November 2022, OpenAI L.L.C. (based in San Francisco, CA, USA) introduced ChatGPT—an AI driven large language model (LLM) chat-bot built on generative pre-trained transformer (GPT) architecture and trained using datasets in various languages [4,5]. GPT models in general are artificial neural networks based on deep learning architecture, pre-trained on large data sets of unlabeled text, to enable generation of human-like response outputs [5]. The model’s advanced language understanding and generation capabilities make it suitable for utilization in content creation, customer service, and program assistance among other applications [5,6].

AI advancements in medicine have led to numerous applications from encompassing precise disease stratification, remote cardiac monitoring, integration of multimodality imaging, and AI-aided diagnosis and therapy selection [7]. These are particularly applicable to preventive cardiology, electrophysiology, heart failure, and interventional cardiology.
ChatGPT has recently gained significant attention for its numerous potential applications in various fields of medicine, including precision medicine, medical education, clinical decision-making, and research. In this review, we further explore the current discourse on the use of artificial intelligence and ChatGPT in cardiovascular medicine and its major subspecialities and explore its potential applications.

2. Artificial Intelligence: A Brief Overview

While a broad term, AI encompasses various techniques from machine learning to deep learning to complete complex tasks similar to human intelligence. Machine learning involves strategies to self-learn from experience through exposure of data [8]. These strategies can be split either into supervised learning or unsupervised learning. Supervised learning uses a labeled dataset to predict a known outcome by selection and weighing features. Examples of supervised learning algorithms include linear regression, support vector machines, and random forest which can all be used for classification and regression analysis. Unsupervised learning uses unlabeled data to predict unknown associations. Examples of unsupervised learning algorithms include clustering and principal component analysis which are used for clustering, association, and dimensionality reduction. These machine learning models are used to create an artificial neural network (ANN) inspired by the organization of the human brain [9]. Deep learning involves a multilayered artificial neural network to produce abstract, nonlinear representations of data [9]. The most common forms are deep neural networks (DNNs), convolutional neural networks (CNNs), and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). The difference is based on how the layers of nodes are designed [8,9]. Deep learning neural networks require many layers stacked sequentially to create a feature map summarizing the presence of detected features in the input [9]. For instance, raw image data are typically transformed into features prior to input into CNNs [9]. A transformer model is a neural network that generates new text based on input attributes with parallel processing through an attention mechanism. ChatGPT (GPT-4) uses a transformer model trained on large language modeling data in an unsupervised manner. This model is then trained on smaller supervised datasets to solve specific tasks, in particular commonsense reasoning and reading comprehension. This method builds on the use of a specific type of RNN called long short-term memory (LSTM). AI technology differs in its applications and limitations for different data types. This requires the appropriate intelligent mathematical model for the dataset in question [8].

Materials and Methods

To identify relevant studies and retrieve the articles, a comprehensive search of the PubMed database was conducted. A combination of Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms and search words related to artificial intelligence and cardiovascular disease were used. MeSH and search terms included “artificial intelligence”, “AI”, “ChatGPT”, “cardiology”, and “cardiovascular disease”. Only English-language literature was included. Animal studies and review articles were excluded. A flow diagram outlining the search strategy, screening, and data extraction is highlighted in Figure 1.
3. Applications and Utility of Artificial Intelligence in Cardiovascular Medicine Major Subspecialties (Figure 2)

3.1. Preventive Cardiology

With the expanse of AI in other fields of medicine, the preventive cardiologist may incorporate this growing information in their practice. Preventive cardiology focuses on the practice of primordial, primary, and secondary prevention of adult cardiovascular disease. Preventive cardiologists are typically well equipped with the necessary knowledge and skill set to focus on reducing death related to the growing global burden of cardiovascular disease [10]. Major cardiovascular disease risk factors include diabetes/cardiometabolic disease, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, chronic kidney disease (CKD), thrombosis, and inflammatory state [11–15].
The increasing accessibility of AI language models make it a novel source for patients to seek information regarding their medical health issues. ChatGPT has shown potential in medical education to common patient questions, such as in diabetes self-management and education. ChatGPT performed well in understanding and providing accurate responses to patients’ questions concerning their diabetes care, demonstrating strong patient-facing utility. It is important to note that language models like ChatGPT are limited by their data sets and are trained on general information databases. These models are not trained on specific medication information [16]. As such, these models do not have immediate access to external information and can only provide responses to the information that they were trained on. Furthermore, they may not be able to provide the most up-to-date information. This would impact the recommendation to patients for use of this technology. AI models are also enhancing prediction and diagnosis of complications of diabetes which can lead to adverse cardiovascular events [17]. Other AI models like machine learning algorithms have been used to predict factors contributing to hypertension and hyperlipidemia, which is particularly geared toward clinician use. Liao et al. created a pre-processing model to allow for electronic medical record (EMR) data to be used in machine learning processing to assess for trends and identify patients with known risk factors for hypertension and hyperlipidemia [18]. The use of machine learning to improve prediction performance of the so called “double-hyper disease” (hypertension and hyperlipidemia) has important practical and clinical significance. Machine learning has also demonstrated high sensitivity for predicting new-onset hypertension [17]. Another promising use of machine learning is photoplethysmography for blood pressure estimation [19], useful from both a patient-use and clinician standpoint, leading to more accurate continuous blood pressure monitoring. This is particularly useful from a preventive cardiology standpoint, given the increased global burden of hypertension and the associated morbidity and mortality. Integration of single sensor photoplethysmography into regular wearable devices would allow for development of a novel non-invasive, continuous way of monitoring—a technology that is not yet routinely available or approved for ambulatory outpatient use. Navdeep et al. highlight the novel AI algorithms, pulseData and Renalytix AI, to determine progression of CKD based on biomarkers from electronic health records [20]. Deep learning has even been shown to help detect acute kidney injury and renal failure progression requiring hemodialysis with a lead time up to 48 h [21]. As AI grows in other domains of medicine, it allows for better cardiovascular risk assessment for clinicians.

Preventive cardiologists use their clinical knowledge along with diagnostic investigations to minimize these risk factors and optimize patient outcomes [10]. The current direct applications of AI and ChatGPT are limited based on the limited publications listed on PubMed. However, based on the growing applications of AI in other fields of medicine, the preventive cardiologist will have an enhanced toolkit for effective patient care. As the field progresses, primary as well as secondary prevention models for disease management will require more integration of genetic, molecular, demographic, clinical, and environmental data. This provides an opportunity for a robust multidisciplinary team of basic scientists, clinicians, epidemiologists, computer scientists, and regulators for developing accessible platforms for further personalized medicine [21]. The use of machine learning and language learning models is promising in interpreting trends in patients’ electronic health records, reducing administrative tasks such as note taking and appeal letters, and generating responses to common medical questions by patients. The limitations of AI and ChatGPT are based on the training dataset and have limited comprehension in medicine owing to no explicit training in healthcare or medical applications [22]. Another important implication with the use of language learning models is the reproducibility of its responses to avoid medical errors and patient harm [23]. As transformers move forward, physicians will be limited on their input due to the possibilities of “hallucinations” created by these models and the need for output verification [22]. The concept of AI hallucinations refers to the phenomenon whereby the model generates output and/or creates text that may be incorrect, nonsensical, or simply not real. The goal of most AI models is artificial general
intelligence where training regimens allow models to attain general-purpose cognitive capability [22]. As the field of AI expands, the preventive cardiologist will have more tools to aid in diagnostic assessment of patients’ overall risk and progression of cardiovascular disease and a more personalized approach with incorporation of their electronic health records.

3.2. Cardiac Electrophysiology

In the field of cardiology, one of the first applications of artificial intelligence was applied in electrocardiography (ECG). This was first performed by an ANN designed by Danssen et al. in 1990 to identify wide complex QRS as either SVT or VT. The ANN was able to correctly identify SVT in 93% of cases (86/92) and VT in 84% of cases (125/148) [24]. Some of the earliest work from the 1990s involves ANNs analyzing ECGs to localize the atrioventricular accessory pathway in patients with Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome and achieving a 92% success rate [25]. AI can have several important applications in the field of cardiac electrophysiology, primarily enhancing the interpretation of electrolyte derangements, as well as diagnosis of structural cardiac disease, and arrhythmias [7], which can be particularly useful from a clinical standpoint with such applications geared toward clinician use. Abnormal atrial or ventricular rhythms are classified as cardiac arrhythmias and are estimated to affect anywhere from 1.5% to 5% of the general population [26]. Of these, atrial fibrillation remains the most prevalent arrhythmia in the aging population, and is a common illness encountered by cardiac electrophysiologists [26].

ECGs remain a key diagnostic tool for arrhythmias, and AI has been increasingly applied to ECG technology, aiding clinicians in establishing timely and accurate electrocardiographic diagnoses. The clinician-facing application of AI to ECG is twofold: to perform human-like tasks (i.e., ECG interpretation), and to extend human capability (i.e., extending ECG interpretation to disease screening and risk stratification) [21]. The ability of AI to perform the first task of ECG interpretation has been previously demonstrated on single lead and 12 lead ECG interpretations [27–32]. With regards to the second task, AI models have been able to detect diseases that may not have a pathognomonic ECG signature, including but not limited to pulmonary hypertension, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, cardiac amyloidosis, neurotic stenosis, concealed long QT syndrome, atrial fibrillation, and COVID-19 [33–39].

AI such as ChatGPT also has considerable scope in arrhythmia detection and/or arrhythmia prediction with the advent of wearable smart devices, which have created opportunities for both patients and clinicians to measure physiologic data relevant to heart health [7]. These data can then be classified into clinically interpretable information, which can aid the clinician with identification of disease states and clinical decision support [7]. For example, AI has the capability to analyze pulse waveform data from optical sensor derived signals which can suggest the presence of an arrhythmia such as atrial fibrillation [40,41]. The AliveCor Kardia (ACK) lead 1 ECG wearable devices have demonstrated sensitivity of 100% detecting atrial fibrillation and specificity of 94% detecting sinus rhythm. Wegner et al. demonstrated that a novel parasternal approach using the ACK device for atrial fibrillation detection can achieve similar high sensitivity and specificity, 96% and 97%, respectively [42]. Abdou and Krishnan summarize the current wearable ECG remote monitoring devices on the market [42]. These algorithms can also be applied to ECG data for similar detection purposes [28,43]. Overall, the algorithms to date only examine a small fraction of all available clinical data. With time and development of broader AI models, aggregation from multiple sensors with the potential of linkage of individuals to the healthcare enterprise through software operating on such devices, may be possible in the future [7].

Similar clinician-facing applications exist in management of cardiac implantable devices such as implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs) and cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) devices, as well as ablation and mapping. Westphal et al. demonstrated the feasibility of using machine learning to estimate left ventricular pressure (LVP) and maximal raise of LVP using a piezoelectric microphone embedded in a pulse generator to
guide CRT optimization in AV delay. While this study had its limitations, it highlighted the novel approaches of AI models to improve CRT response [44]. Due to the significant interobserver variation and interpretation and significance of electrograms during ablation procedures, application of AI models can potentially be used for detection and mapping of cardiac arrhythmias, and to predict outcomes of implantable electronic device therapies [45–49]. Furthermore, novel intracardiac mapping modules incorporating machine learning have also been recently reported to accurately reconstruct left atrial and pulmonary vein anatomy during ablation procedures [7,50].

Future potential applications of AI in electrophysiology can be applied to improve our understanding of the genetic basis for cardiovascular and arrhythmia disorders. This can be applied to data from medical history, lifestyle, and mobile health data through wearables, rhythm monitoring, genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics. This can expand on work by Juhola et al. [51] in identifying abnormal calcium transient profiles in cardiomyocytes that may harbor mutations in genes associated with catecholaminergic polymorphic VT, long QT syndrome, and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. AI has the potential for significant impact on patient care; however, it will need to demonstrate training and validation of data sources that represent the US population, cover the intended patient population, independent training and validation sources, and prespecified analysis and endpoints if it will be accepted by the FDA to interact with devices. An important concern for AI in the field of electrophysiology is the concept of “overfitting”, where computational algorithms have poor generalizability when applied to an actual test or untrained data [21]. Such algorithms typically perform well during the training period yet demonstrate poor generalizability during actual practical testing. The problem can be addressed by providing high-quality data for training, along with close monitoring during the training period.

3.3. Advanced Heart Failure and Circulatory Support

The natural history of heart failure is characterized by periods of clinical stability, alternating with phases of exacerbation, eventually resulting in a progressive decline in a patient’s functional capacity [17,52]. Artificial intelligence and machine learning has attempted to simplify several aspects of heart failure care from a clinician standpoint, including diagnosis, classification, estimation of severity, and prediction of rehospitalization [17].

Echocardiography plays a pivotal role in evaluating underlying cardiac structure and function in patients with heart failure, but this technique remains highly dependent on the individual sonographer’s experience for acquisition of images, as well as subjective interpretation by an expert reader, typically a cardiologist [53]. Machine learning platforms geared toward echocardiography have been previously developed and tested [54], and may significantly aid clinicians with establishing timely diagnoses based on echocardiographic data. Early studies on artificial intelligence through neural networks with echocardiographic datasets demonstrated high sensitivity and specificity in prognostication [55]. Binder et al. in 1999 applied ANN to segment echocardiographic images into either blood or tissue regions with good interrater agreement when compared to manual interpretation by two separate investigators [56]. This was even demonstrated in poor image quality [56]. Image acquisition has been made easier with the introduction of AI to guide users in limited echocardiography. This will facilitate immediate interrogation of cardiac structures and function. AI models can be expected to expand echocardiographic interpretation using unsupervised machine learning models to extract information that may be used in assessment of myocardial textural characterization [57]. The FDA granted clearance for implementation of a machine learning algorithm for use in heart failure clinical practice. EchoGo Heart Failure, in collaboration with Mayo Clinic, uses AI to diagnose heart failure preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) using a single apical four-chamber view on echocardiogram with greater than 90% accuracy [58].

Another example is HeartModel A.I. which uses AI segmentation algorithms and 3D echocardiography to measure cardiac volumes and function, which has been validated in
prior studies [59]. Another example involves CNN-based algorithmic tools, which have been tested and are able to accurately segment the left ventricle, predict ejection fraction, and classify patients with heart failure with reduced ejection fraction [60,61]. Machine learning may help with further evaluation of left ventricular pressure changes through heart sounds [44]. Cardiac MRI (CMR) is a non-invasive imagine modality that produces high-quality images with soft tissue differentiation without exposure to ionizing radiation. Texture analysis of myocardium can be performed with high accuracy with the assistance of machine learning algorithms for the diagnosis of cardiomyopathy and predict risk of deterioration [62]. Such models are particularly useful to clinicians practicing in heart failure and transplantation cardiology.

Shade et al. demonstrated the use of machine learning using MRI-positron emission tomography fusion to assess the arrhythmogenic propensity of the remodeled substrate in cardiac sarcoid incorporating fibrosis infiltration and inflammation [63]. This resulted in the creation of Computational Heart and Artificial Intelligence (CHAI) Risk Predictor for patients with cardiac sarcoidosis. In a small cohort of 45 patients, the supervised machine learning was able to achieve sensitivity of 60%, specificity of 72%, and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) was 0.754. This model was able to outperform clinical metrics in predicting spontaneous cardiac death in cardiac sarcoidosis patients [63]. In terms of risk stratification, prediction of mortality [55], predicting adherence to medications [64], predicting responders to CRT [65], and predicting recurrent hospitalizations [66,67], AI algorithms have been developed and validated for patients with heart failure [7].

There is also scope for AI such as ChatGPT for patients with heart transplants or on advanced therapies, such as in the setting of post heart transplant management guidance. Prior models have attempted to target questions of detection of graph rejection and provide guidance on immunosuppression dosing [68–70]. An ANN-based model developed by Medved et al. was used to predict waitlist mortality, post-transplant survival, and similar heart allocation processes, particularly of use to clinicians [71]. The model was trained on both donor and recipient data and was able to predict, with significant accuracy, waitlist and post-transplant mortality, AUROC 89% and AUROC 66%, respectively. This demonstrated ANN use in heart allocation compared to conventional models. The ability of AI to utilize nonlinear interactions provides this novel approaches in predicting transplant waitlist mortality [72]. Lisboa et al. demonstrated similar accuracy using an interpretable model based on a model with fewer dimensions compared to deep learning models [73]. Interpretable models, such as generative additive models (GAMs), prioritize interpretability while maintaining accuracy. Similar to the convenience of ChatGPT, clinicians can stratify patients confidently using complex artificial intelligence [73]. Certain studies have also developed models to predict cyclosporin and tacrolimus levels, while incorporating medication history, and the patient’s individual hepatic and renal function status, to guide medical therapy in this subset of patients [74,75].

Finally, there is a growing niche for post mechanical support outcome prediction and medication guidance and patients on advanced mechanical circulatory support therapies [76]. Growing AI technology such as ChatGPT can further extend this with potential utility in following up response to therapy for these patients in the outpatient setting, particularly useful for both patients and providers. Newer algorithms such as variational autoencoders (VAEs) have the potential to aid clinicians in prompter diagnosis, similar to transformer models. VAEs can assist in the generation of high-quality medical images and fill in missing parts of either damaged or partial echocardiographic images [58]. Similar to all fields of artificial intelligence, the performance of these complex computational algorithms is dependent on diverse, high-quality datasets and, in particular, labeled echocardiographic and cardiac MRI images.
3.4. Interventional Cardiology and Cardiovascular Imaging

Within the realm of interventional cardiology and cardiovascular imaging, machine learning and artificial intelligence have numerous clinician-facing applications including the potential to improve image construction, image interpretation, and data analysis [77,78]. Prior studies have shown that deep learning technology has the capability of precisely recognizing dissection, calcification, thrombus, and diameter of stenosis based on coronary angiography images, with high recall rates [79]. Du et al. demonstrated how a neural network can be used to label angiogram coronary arteries into 20 segments with high recognition accuracy and sensitivity (98% and 85%, respectively) similar to a SYNTAX (Synergy Between Percutaneous Coronary Intervention With Taxus and Cardiac Surgery) score [79]. A SYNTAX score is used to grade complexity of CAD and guide decision-making between PCI and coronary artery bypass graft (CABG). Notably, this study used a single center for training and testing. The lack of external validation potentially limits the generalizability of AI [80]. Additional studies have demonstrated high accuracy and high specificity of machine learning-based interpretation of coronary angiograms, as well as the utility of machine learning-based algorithms for segmenting intravascular ultrasound images, with excellent agreement with a human clinician expert in terms of calculating lumen area and plaque burden [81,82].

Radiomics is a process where a large number of quantitative image features are extracted for supervised machine learning models for data-characterization. This allows data mining and statistical classifiers to determine relevant features of an image for diagnosing abnormalities. Generative adversarial networks (GAN) use deep learning-based generative algorithms to solve generation and transformation problems in image processing [62]. An example of radiomic textural analysis, performed by Neisius et al., is its ability to differentiate hypertrophic cardiomyopathy from hypertensive heart disease on cardiovascular magnetic resonance images with an accuracy of 85.5% [62]. Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) is a useful diagnostic tool for screening and diagnosing coronary heart disease; however, it is limited by its examination quality, accuracy of reporting, and prognosis analysis. AI has demonstrated how it may optimize CCTA through radiation dose reduction without affecting image quality, reduce image noise and motion artifact, perform automatic segmentation, perform risk stratification through coronary artery calcium (CAC) assessment, and analyze coronary plaque and severity of stenosis [83], with all of these practical applications improving clinician efficiency and aiding with the diagnostic process. Wolterink et al. first trained a supervised machine learning system in 2014 to distinguish between true coronary calcifications and other candidate calcifications [84]. It demonstrated strong correlation to expert review and reduced processing time by more than a third [9]. AI can further improve risk assessment in CCTA by including the perivascular fat attenuation index [62]. Neural networks may also be applied to CMR for fully automated segmentation of heart chambers. These are often applied to myocardial infarction diagnosis in chronic settings and cardiac function [62].

Valvular heart disease is another frequently encountered pathology in structural heart disease cardiology. AI algorithms and machine learning-based models have been previously shown to accurately measure aortic annulus dimensions via cardiac computed tomography images [85,86]. Studies have also investigated similar parameters for measuring mitral annulus areas, with good correlation with manual measurements [87]. Overall, implementation of AI algorithms and ChatGPT within the realm of interventional cardiology can improve clinical diagnosis by applying algorithms to ECGs and non-invasive emerging modalities such as echocardiography and cardiac CT. This can also facilitate the appropriateness and prognostication of coronary or valvular interventions and play a role in prognosticating mortality and major adverse cardiovascular events [7,78]. Similarly, an interventionalist could use AI models to analyze angiographic images in real time to calculate SYNTAX scores and offer suggestions or interpretations [80].
4. Future Direction for Applications of Artificial Intelligence and ChatGPT in Cardiovascular Medicine

With ongoing advancements in the field, ChatGPT and other AI technologies hold great promise for advancing patient care, enhancing research, and improving diagnostics in the field of cardiovascular medicine. Future directions for areas of improvement and development encompass enhancing diagnostic capabilities, personalizing medicine, predictive analytics and risk stratification, remote monitoring and telemedicine, clinical decision support, and medical research in the field. Leveraging the utility of large language models, machine learning, and artificial intelligence can help gain further efficiency in this field.

AI and ChatGPT can continue to evolve as powerful diagnostic tools through the ability of analyzing vast amounts of data ("big data"), and aid with both accurate and early detection of cardiovascular disease. Growth in AI is dependent on datasets on which to train their models. A push towards open and large datasets can help improve neural networks and language models. This also offers a point for external validation for generalizability. As AI algorithms develop, they can be combined with patient-specific data to tailor personalized, individualized treatment plans for patients. ChatGPT may play a pivotal role in explaining such personalized treatment plans to patients through its capabilities of interacting in human-like ways through text outputs. Moreover, as these algorithms develop, patient data integration with wearable devices can facilitate risk stratification and allow ChatGPT to assist in conveying risk assessment results to patients and their providers in a timely manner. Integration of AI algorithm outputs into clinical decision support systems can also assist healthcare providers in real time, evidence based, decision-making for patients. In this regard, ChatGPT may be able to act as an interactive interface with decision support systems by providing explanations, answering questions, and offering insights into the underlying rationale of clinical decisions, supported by evidence. Lastly, research capabilities and drug development can potentially be accelerated in cardiology by utilizing AI algorithms for analysis of vast amounts of scientific literature in a short period of time. ChatGPT could assist with aspects such as literature review and their interpretation, highly enhancing researcher efficiency.

As research remains ongoing in this field, it is important to note that although there is significant potential, integration of AI into clinical practice warrants caution, adherence to regulatory standards, strict data privacy, and maintenance of human expertise and judgment of clinical data interpretation. The pitfalls of ChatGPT raise many questions, in particular, medical ethics [88]. AI applications require clear explanations of algorithmic decisions (explainable AI) so that human expertise and clinical judgement can be made with certainty. This must also not come at the cost of accuracy. Most algorithmic decisions through deep learning are often difficult to understand due to its "black box" nature. Future directions can lead to enhancing trust among users and adoption of AI [80].

5. Conclusions

There are numerous promising applications of ChatGPT and AI, which will likely improve efficiency in cardiovascular medicine healthcare practice. The utility of ChatGPT in this field comes with numerous benefits in areas such as diagnostic capabilities, personalized medicine, predictive analytics, risk stratification, remote monitoring, telemedicine, clinical decision support, and medical research. Nevertheless, there are limitations and issues surrounding data privacy, algorithm transparency, accountability, inaccuracy, and inadequacy of said algorithms and machine-based models. Integration of AI and ChatGPT into routine clinical practice in cardiovascular medicine warrants caution, adherence to regulatory standards, strict data privacy, and maintenance of human expertise and judgment of clinical data interpretation. Future directions for improvement and development encompass enhancing diagnostic capabilities, personalizing medicine, predictive analytics and risk stratification, remote monitoring and telemedicine, clinical decision support, and medical research in the field (Figure 3). Leveraging the utility of large language models, machine learning, and artificial intelligence can help gain further efficiency in this field.
(Figure 4). Future studies are warranted to evaluate the practical applicability of AI models in a real-world setting, assess for reproducibility of results using larger samples, and to evaluate reliability. Overall, given several benefits and potential applications in cardiovascular medicine, pending further studies ChatGPT may serve to be an extremely valuable resource in cardiovascular medicine and its subspecialties.

Figure 3. Potential areas of development and enhancement for ChatGPT in cardiovascular medicine.

Figure 4. Basics of artificial general intelligence, machine learning, deep learning, and transformer.
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